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HEALTH SITUATION 
WELL INJAND HERE 
Only   One   Case  of   Meningitis 
On Campus, Many Precau- 
tions Against  Spread 
Being   Taken 
As The Tiger goes to press the en- 
tire corps and those persons over the 
State who are interested in Clemson 
College are greatly disturbed over 
the quarantine that has been placed 
upon the student body of this college. 
In order that the many and varied 
rumors that have grown out of the 
present situation at this institution 
may be discarded and in order that 
interested persons may know the 
truth of the rumored prevalence of 
Cerebro-Spinal Meningitis. The Tiger 
gives the latset possible information 
from the College infirmary as given 
by the physician in charge. 
Only one case of Spinal Meningitis 
has developed on the Campus, that 
of San ford Graham, who was taken 
sick Friday and died of the disease 
today. 
The many rumors that a number of 
cases of this disease have developed 
on the campus are false. As a step 
of precaution against the spread of 
meningitis and other infectious dis- 
eases, throat cultures have been 
made of the entire student body, 
faculty, all hospital authorities and 
aids, all stenographers, barbers, and 
all persons who might come in close 
contact with members of the Clem- 
son cadet corps. Suspected germ 
carriers found during this examina- 
tion have all been isolated and are 
being  given  preventative  treatment. 
Although the present condition at 
Clemson is not grave enough to 
cause any great alarm, D.r. Milford 
and other physicians advise that ali 
persons use frequently some reliable 
antiseptic solution as a throat and 
mouth wash and that the entire body 
system be kept in the proper condi- 
tion. 
The State Board of Health has 
stationed a man at Clemson and have 
assured college authorities that it 
will furnish all aid. requested. This 
Board has approved all steps taken 
by Dr. Milford and states that his 
precautions are more elaborate than 
it would have asked. 
CORPS MOURNS OEATH 
OF BELOVED CADET 
J.   W.   Scruggs,   Sophomore   Is 
Taken by Pneumonia 
Clemson's cadet corps was deeply 
saddened late last Saturday night by 
the untimely death, due to pneu- 
monia, of Joseph Warren Scruggs, 
eighteen-year-old son of Mr. and 
Mrs. B. P. Scruggs, of Brevard, N. 
C, who was a member of the Soph- 
omore Class. Cadet Scruggs ma- 
triculated at this institution last 
September after having attended 
North Carolina State during the ses 
slon of '28-'29. Although the late 
student had been at Clemson only 
a short time, he had won a warm 
place in the hearts of all who knew 
VANDY DECISIVELY 
BEATENBYCODYMEN 
Tigers Annex  Win  Over  Con- 
ference   Foe,   32   to  27 
Led by their elongated Captain, 
Bob Jones, the Tigers out-foughi 
and out-played the Commoderes 
from Vanderbilt Friday night in a 
game replete with thrills to win 
32-27. 
Both teams fought with vicious 
tension to start the contest, but it 
was not until the final stanza that 
the Tigers began to unravel their 
tricks and combined speed, uner- 
ring shooting and assurance in pass- 
ing to clinch the contest. 
"Doodle" Thomas, the Tiger Mid- 
get, but nevertheless high scorei 
in Conference circles, was covered 
by Donald Cram, who prevented 
any substantial increase in ''Doo- 
dle's" total of points, but- brought 
to light the "Tiny Tiger's" ability 
to "feed" the ball to other players 
who   could   score. 
The Tiger team palyed as a unit 
while Cram and Franklin, pon- 
derous guard of the visitors, were 
constant threats by virtue of their 
superb    defense. 
Lineup: 
CLEMSON FG FT PF 
Thomas  F 2     0     1 
Jones   F 7     13 
Crain  C 3     3     3 
Clark   G 2     0     1 
Woodruff   G 0     0     4 
Smith  G 0     0     0 
Totals 14     4   12 
VANDERBILT 
Coffee   F 2     0     0 
Chilfant   F 2     4     0 
Marsh   C 3     2     0 
Cram   G 13     0 
Franklin G 0     2     3 
Rutherford F 0     0     0 
Abernathy   G 0     0     0 
Totals 8   11     6 
Referee:    Heath. 
DR.   HENRY PHTLLD7S  SPEAKS 
IN CHAPEL FRIDAY 
Dr. Henry D. Phillips, Rector ul 
Trinity Episcopal Church, Columbia, 
S. C, will be the chapel speaker on 
Friday of this week. Regular 
Thursday chapel was changed to 
Friday in order that the corps might 
hear Dr. Phillips. 
him. His numerous friends and 
loved ones were surprised as well as 
greatly saddened to learn of the 
death of Scruggs as he was seeming- 
ly in good health up until two days 
before his  untimely passing. 
Surviving the deceased cadet are 
his mother and father, and his pa- 
ternal grandparents, all of whom 
are of Brevard. 
Funeral services, which were held 
at the Brevard Baptist Church at 
2 P. M. Monday, were attended by 
six members of the Clemson student 
body. Rev. Paul Hartsell, of Bre- 
vard was assisted in conducting the 
services by Rev. J. K. Goode, of 
Clemson. The body was laid to rest 
in  Gillespie  Cemetery. 
TERRIERS DEFEATED 
BY TIGER QUINTET 
Wolford Basketeers Lose 38 to 
16 in Second  Half Slump 
The Clemson Tigers defeated the 
Wofford Terriers on the latter's 
court last Saturday night by the 
score of 38 to 16. The Terriers 
fought hard during the first half 
and the score was 9-all until a few 
minutes before the period ended. 
The Tigers then scored a field goal 
to forge ahead by two points. 
The Tigers drew first blood when 
Hewitt raced, down the floor and 
made a dazzling shot. his period 
was marked with quick passing, 
brilliant speed and a number of 
quick shots for both teams. 
At first, it seemed that both 
teams were pretty evenly matched 
However, in the second jeriod Wof- 
ford appeared to lose it spirit and 
snap. Clemson continued her dead 
ly, machine-like maneuvers and 
time after time made long-distance 
goals, while the Terriers seemed 
frustrated and unable to get going- 
Clemson kept possession of the ball 
most  of the  time. 
There were no outstanding stars 
on the Clemson to-?„m, - all played 
an excellent game. Smith and 
Capt. Jones were the high scorers, 
each ringing up nine points. Les- 
ter contributed six points towards 
victory   for   the   Tigers. 
Johnson, Wofford's lofty center, 
was the outstanding man for the 
Terriers. He accounted for six of 
his1 team-mates   scores. 
Lineup: 
Clemson   (39) _  Pos.   ..Wofford   (16) 
Hewitt  2 F Hix   1 
Gibson F King  5 
Caldwell  3 C Johnson  6 
Smith  9 G Adams  1 
Lester  6 G Jefferies 
Clemson substitutions: Calhoun 
for Hewitt, Jones (9), for Cal- 
houn, Crain (6) for Caldwell, and 
Thomas    (2)    for   Gibson. 
Wofford substitutions: King for 
Adams, McLeod for King. Nash, 
referee. 
CADETS OONTBIRUTF 
TO LEE SHRINE FUND 
The Clemson student body re- 
sponded generously to the appeal 
made by Prof. Sherrill in chapel 
Thursday noon on behalf of the 
Robert E. Lee Memorial Founda- 
tion. The exact amount contribu- 
ted   by   the   students   was  $35.42. 
The Foundation has undertaken 
to restore the old Lee home on the 
Potomac ad convert it into a na- 
tional shrine. Last year this or- 
ganization raised fifty thousand 
dollars and took over the titles to 
the estate. The present drive is 
for the purpose of raising the re- 
maining one hundred and ninety 
thousand dollars due before the re- 
storation of the historic homestead 
can be completed. 
SOPHOMORE HOP 
IS GREAT SUCCESS 
Jungaleer Orchestra Fills Hall 
with   Delightful   Music 
The Sophomore Hop held here 
last Friday evening, January 3 L, 
was acclaimed as one of the besi 
dances of the year. The music was 
furnished by Pert Hodges' red hot 
Jungaleers who got into step at 
the very first minute and became 
better and better as the evening 
progressed. The floor of the Field 
House was bordered by palms and 
other greenhouse plants. Every- 
thing was arranged for a successful 
dance. 
Many beautiful girls from all 
over the South were present as 
guests of  the   following   cadets: 
Miss Skeete.r Taylor,Greenville,, 
with Cadet Curran Bridges; Miss 
Willie B. Taylor, Columbia, with 
Cadet Lionel Harvin; Miss Jean 
McPherson, Greenville, with Cadet 
H. C. Whitmire; Miss Sara Fisher, 
Charlotte, with Cadet S. T. Mc- 
dowell; Miss Elizabeth Howard. 
Atlanta, with Cadet Pill Newman; 
Miss Virgiia Shanklin; Spartan- 
burg, with Cadet Buck Earle; Miss 
Lavinia Williams, Limestone, with 
Cadet W. H. Mauldin; Miss Elinor 
Sample, Limestone, with Cadet W. 
R. Smith; Miss Sara Quattlebaum, 
Greenville with Cadet John Durst, 
Miss Nettie Smith, Spartanburg, 
with Cadet Ernest Riley; Miss 
Marjorle Phillips Columbia witu 
Cadet "Billy" Dove; Miss "Tib" 
Townsend, Myrtle Beach, with Ca- 
det A. E. Jackson; Miss "Lou" 
Patterson, Timmonsville with Ca- 
det "Ed" Mathis; Miss Edith Cain, 
Greenville, with Cadet Geo. Elias; 
Miss "Lib" Moore, Agnes Scott, 
(Continued on  page three) 
CADET W. S, GRAHAM 
DIES GfMENINGlTIS 
Corps Mourns Second Death 
In Less Than Week, Fresh- 
man Passes After Five Days 
Illness 
Clemson College was again sad- 
dened this morning by the death of 
Cadet W. Sanford Graham, who has 
been suffering since last Friday from 
an attack of Cerebro-Spinal Menin- 
gitis. Graham was member of the 
Freshman Class, and is the son of 
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Graham of 
Loris, S.  C. 
Although the late cadet had been 
a student at this institution only a 
short time he had made a splendid 
record and enjoyed a large group of 
friends, who mourn the death of a 
fine young man cut down just as he 
was preparing to enter the portal of 
Life. 
As yet no arrangements have been 
made for the funeral, but it is sup- 
posed hte body <will be taken to 
Loris, where services will be held. 
The death of young Graham was 
the second to occur in the corps 
within ifour days, J. W. Scruggs, a 
Sophomore, having passed away last 
Sunday morning. 
BILL IS INTRODUCED 
FOR NEWAG BUILDING 
$250,000   is    Asked    For    the 
Erection of Much Needed 
Ediface 
The Ways and Means Committee 
of the state legislature will hold 
hearings this week on a bill intro- 
duced by the Agricultural Commit- 
tee, with their unanimous approval, 
that calls for a $250,000 agricul- 
tural building at Clemson. 
This bill authorizes the college to 
borrow $2^50,000 from the Sinking 
Fund Commission to be paid back 
over a period of years by appropria- 
tion. Dr. Sikes will meet with the 
Ways and Means Committee in Co- 
lumbia this week to make known 
to them the dire necessity of this 
building   at  Clemson. 
If this bill is passed it will mean, 
that a woeful situation at Clenison 
will be overcome. Agriculture is- 
South Carolina's basic industry, and 
Clemson College is the fountain 
head of agricultural knowledge of 
the state. The whole of South Car- 
olina's scientific agricultural future 
rests on Clemson. This is an eco- 
nomic responsibility placed on the 
college which it cannot adequately 
meet  without  necessary  facilities. 
At persent, the teaching division 
of the Agricultural Department is 
housed, in the library, the Main 
building, and in various, other col- 
lege buildings in crowded ill-suited 
quarters. With an Agricultural 
Building the space in the Library 
would be used for the Museum re- 
cently started here to grow and the 
space in the Main building would 
be available for the Arts ad Science 
Department which is at present 
using five attic rooms which have 
been condemned from a health 
standpoint by the state health au- 
thorities. 
The Extension Department which 
has revolutionized agricultural prac- 
tices in the state, is housed in an 
ancient and inadequate residencs 
on the campus, and its valuable 
work in disseminating scientific in- 
formation and service over the state 
has long been hampered by its 
cramped   quarters. 
The Research Department which 
furnishes the material for the Ex- 
tension Service to broadcast, is 
scattered over the campus. The 
laboratories, the most vital require- 
ment for research work, that this 
department uses are mostly those 
used by students and are not adapt- 
ed  to  research  work. 
Clemson is essentially an agriucl- 
tural college and without an Agri- 
cultural Building, it is not in a po- 
sition to encourage many of its best 
students to enter the agricultural 
field. With a new Engineering Build- 
ing there has been a steady increase 
in the number of high-grade stu- 
dents in these courses. Students 
naturally drift towards those de- 
partments which offer the best fa- 
cilities for their work. With over 
one-half of South Carolina's total 
population engaged in agriculture, 
the state needs the best brains of 
its young manhood, to insure It" 
agricultural and economic future. 
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EDITORIAL 
With this issue, The Tiger passes into the hands of a new 
staff. It is with no small feeling of fear and inability and no 
without realization of the splendid record made by our pre- 
decessors that we enter upon our great responsibility. As the 
weekly publication of and by the student body of Clemson 
College, The Tiger is a very important organ. This great in- 
stitution ranks second to none of its class in the South. Its 
student body, its faculty, its adminisraion, and, therefore its 
graduates are unexcelled in character and ability. In lieu of 
these undeniable facts which are true of our school, the new 
staff holds as its one great aim the presentation of the college 
news and views that will reflect nothing but credit upon the 
institution and student body that it represents. 
Just as our initial effort goes to press, the entire cadet corps 
and those persons over the entire state who are interested in 
Clemson are in a worried frenzy over the invasion that the 
dread disease, meningitis, which has during the past few months 
taken a great toll of lives from this section, has made upon 
Clemson. 'Those who are in authority and have the interest 
of the student body at heart have deemed it wise that all cadets 
be forbidden to leave the campus. This recommendation met 
the absolute approval of the State Board of Health. This 
board is composed of men who are capable of making thorough 
investigation of such conditions as the one existing now over 
this and other states. These men are appointed by our state 
government and are endowed with the power to command that 
which they deem best for the health of the public. It is indeed 
hard to abide by a quarantine; but when we realize that it is 
not only our individual life that is endangered by an un- 
conquered and dreadful disease but also the lives of many, no 
sane person will disregard those rules and words of adivce 
that are issued by persons of deserved authority. 
part of the field, for the sophs with 
all the daring of "The Four Hun- 
dred" scored a great victory over 
their fighting opopnents who reluct- 
antly retreated toward the Y. The 
wo conquering forces then came to 
the rescue of their hard-pressed, 
brothers. 
It is no easy matter to predict 
what the outcome might have been 
if the call for classes had not 
brought to  an end the  struggle. 
THINK 
January fourteenth at the Chapel 
hour, we were entertained by four 
Negro singers, students of the Voor- 
hees school. Their singing was 
very good—perhaps the best of its 
kind   any of  us  had  ever  heard. 
Negroes who go to the Voorhees 
school go there for one purpose—to 
learn, and to put into practical ap- 
licat.ion the facts that are given 
them 
Where unskilled workmanship is 
required, the Negro is not excelled. 
More than that, he is NOT afraid 
of  work. 
Genius, by a well-known formula, 
is nine-tenths perspiration. This 
sholud have an especial meaning to 
those of us who dream of the pro- 
verbial white-collar jobs. A pic- 
ture of a Negro leisurely riding by 
in an expensive car while a white 
man, a diploma from one of our 
large colleges in his pocket, uses a 
pick and shovel on that same road 
at the same time would not be a 
particularly attractive one. But 
the thing happens, and it will con- 
tinue to happen so long as we 
dodge work and rely on our supe- 
rior intelligence to get for us the 
things of life  that are worth  while. 
Thoughts  on this  subject  are  not 
wasted. 
A new year has just begun. A 
new semester is just beginning. 
That   is  something   to  think  on. 
To most of us the beginning of 
a new period of work brings the 
question, "Shall I, or, shall I not 
make   this   the   most   successful   pe- 
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riod of my life?' 
If the .decision is affirmative, the 
resolution is not kept, we are weak- 
er and have less faith in ourselves 
for our inconstancy. This is the 
usual rule. And resolutions are us- 
ually failures for the reason that 
they  cover too   much  ground. 
For the old resolution, "I shall 
make this semester's work at Clem- 





Thomas, the smallest man on the 
Tiger squad, has been a problem for 
the defense of many Southern court 
aggregations this season. Doodle is 
expected to hit his fastest stride at 
the Conference Tournament in At- 
lanta. 
ROHfilN   SMITH 
The Big Mentor has in Roma hie 
Smith a man that he can call on to 
annex needed points and to stop the 
opposition by his speedy floor work. 
SOPHS AND RATS 
STAGE SNOW BATTLE 
Both   Classes   Battle   Hard   for 
Supremacy 
Clemson had its second coat of 
snow this winter during. the past 
week. Starting Tuesday, morning, 
and continuing through the night, 
the. snow formed a mantle over the 
campus. The historic buildings pre- 
sented a picturesque scene agaius: 
the   background   of   white.     On   the 
arrival of the sun Wednesday, the 
full luster of the snow's gems wa? 
brought  out. 
Chief among the things snow 
brings to Clemson beides snow 
cream, broken window panes, num- 
erous falls and. wet feet is the bat- 
tle of battles between the dignified 
sophomores and the rats. At dia- 
ner Wednesday the rats "thrust a 
challenge into the teeth" of the 
sophs. The challenge was no sooner 
issued than accepted. Bowman field 
became the scene of a struggle. 
What the sophs lacked in number 
they made up for in valor. Th4 
battle commenced with a rush. The 
left flank of the sophomoree, was 
repulsed by the first yearmen. But 












































For Feb. 14th 
INSPECT OUR COMPLETE STOCK 
College Supplies, Fountain Pens 
L C. Martin Drug Co., 
P. S. McGOLLUM, MANAGER 
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INTERESTING FACTS 
AND WORLD NEWS 
Cost of Government 
The relative costs of running our 
federal, state, and local government 
in 1890 and in 1926 give us some 
idea of where our taxes go. In 
1890 the governmental expenditures 
were: Federal—$291,000,000; State 
—$77,000,000; local—$487,000,000. 
In 19 26 the expenditures in millions 
State—1, 646; local 6,141. 
_-Navies 
There are only 62 battleships in 
five great navies of the world. The 
United States has 18 , the British 
Empire 20, Japan 10, France 9, and 
Italy 5. The upkeep of our 18 bat- 
tle ships costs us $40,000,000 a year. 
Each vessel carries some 1,200 men, 
nearly one-fourth of our navy per- 
sonnel being on these ships. A ba- 
tleship is just three times as costly 
as a cruiser, their abolition would 
not impair 'the national security, and 
$40,000,000 a year could be saved. 
The airplae has made this type of 
ship about as obsolete as the  dodo. 
Aeronautics 
There are great opportunities for 
young college graduates in the field, 
of aviation. Many pamphlets as de- 
scriptive letters have been sent to 
the Tiger. Any senior who is in- 
terested in this line of work might 
be able to obtain some valuable in- 
formation if he cares to see the fea- 
ture editor. Some of the sub-indus- 
Itries are as follows: (1) design, 
manufacture, and sale of engines; 
(2) design, manufacture, and sale 
of aeroplanes; (3) operation of 
planes for service or for local taxi 
service; (4) operation on mail or 
passenger routes; (5) operation of 
commercial airports; (6) flying as 
a profession; (7) manufacture and 
sale of carburetors, pontoon floats, 
spruce lumber, linen fabric, or any 
of the hundreds of aeronautical ac- 
cessories;    (8)   teaching  students   to 
fly. 
Welding 
The extent to which welding is 
being used by the electrical manu- 
facturers in the construction of 
large equipment is illustrated by the 
spider, made by the Westinghouse 
Company. 
It is to be a rotor for a 4 5.000 
Kv-a. alternating generator, attached 
to a verical water wheel running at 
150 rpm. The rotor is to be con- 
structed entirely of heavy steel slabs 
and rolled, steel shapes and the joints 
are made by electric arc-welding. 
This piece of apparatus weighs 
60,000 pounds, is 16 feet in diam- 
eter, and 4 feet 4 inches in width. 
Building 
Congress has already authorized 
appropriations of $248,000,000 for 
buildings throughout the states and 
$75,000,000 for structures to Ue 
erected in the national capital. It 
is estimated that an additional 
$17 5,000,000 will be requested dur- 
ing the present session of congress. 
Only $1,500,000 is asked for by the 
bill, now pending in Congress,, pro- 
viding for the establishment of a 
National   Department   of   Education. 
Boy Scont Birthday 
The Boy Scouts of America will 
celebrate its twentieth anniversary 
February 7 to the 13, with emphasis 
on its actual birthday date, Febru- 
ary 8. The organization of Boy 
Scouts was started in England in 
1908 by General Baden-Powel 1 of 
Gilwell, the hero of Mafeking. 
SOPHOMORE HOP 
IS GREAT SUCCESS 
(Continued from page one) 
with Cadet J. P. Littlejohn; Miss 
Helen Esdorn, Walterboro, with 
Cadet Laurence LaBruce; Miss Lib 
Holliss, Converse, with Cadet Bob 
McCarley; Miss Flrances Hodge, 
Brenau, with Cadet "Palmolive" 
Jones; Miss Vernice Hurst, Spar- 
tanburg, with Cadet Chubby May- 
Held; Miss Lillie Steel, Spartan- 
burg, with Cadet Gantt Day; Miss 
Lib Simms, Converse, with Cadet 
"Tige" Johnson; Miss Patsy Davis, 
Columbia, with Cadet Busli Davis; 
Miss Julia Ellzey, Columbia with 
Cadet Bill Barnwell; Miss Effie 
Allen Lott, Edgefield, with CadeL 
Francis Johnstone; Miss Edytbe 
Greer, Honea Path, with Cadet j. 
H. Saylors; Miss Myrtin Roper, 
Honea Path, with Cadet W. P. Kay, 
Miss Pheobea Witherspoon, Colum- 
bia, with Cadet P. M. Moles; Miss 
Odell Jackson, Rock Hill, with Ca- 
det Bill Neely; Miss Faye Kirk- 
land, Podunk, with Cadet "Straw" 
Youngblood; Miss Jess Terrett, 
Brenau, with Cadet Roy Riddle- 
huber; Miss Mary Gantt, Green- 
ville, with Cadet E. R. Kelley; 
Miss Kitty Griffin, Columbia, with 
Cadet Bill DePass; Miss Evelyn 
Daniel, Campus, with Cadet "Betty" 
Crawford; Miss Velma Pickens, An- 
derson, with Cadet Bill Colemau; 
Miss Mary Geraty, Agnes Scott, 
with Cadet Ray Geraty; Miss 
Aleene Scurry, Georgetown, with 
Cadet Jimmie Dyess; Miss Marian 
Green, Converse, with Cadet "Ran- 
dall" Bozemann; Miss Mildred Ut- 
sey, Columbia, with Cadet Ed Du- 
Pre;   Miss  Mary Reeves,  Limestone, 
MISS DOOGETT IS ON 
ALOMNIJOMMITTEE 
Miss Marguerite Doggett, libra- 
rian at Clemson has been made a 
member of the general committee 
for the annual reunion of graduates 
and former students of Rollins Col- 
lege which will be one of the fea- 
tures during the Founders' Week 
Febrdary  24. 
Miss Doggett is one of the most 
active members of the alumni of 
that Florida institution. She was 
graduated from Rollins with thfe 
class  of  1910. 
Technique 
First— 
then, up and, at 'em! 
SMOKING a pipe is like flying 
an airplane—you really ought 
to know how, if you're hoping to 
enjoy it much. 
Pipe technique can be picked up 
through experience, or it can be 
learned outright. Master it now, 
to relish your pipes! 
Rule One for Pipe-smoking is 
"Find your tobacco." 
Rule One stops some beginners. 
They look here. They search 
there. They hunt . . . we must 
discard false modesty! Rule One 
means Edge worth! 
Rule Two is . . but would you 
learn all the secrets of pipe tech- 
nique? Then let us send you our 
Rules for Pipe-smoking—and a 
free-for-nothing trial packet of 
genuine old Edgeworth, the 
tobacco made for pipes. Think of 
it—rules and Edgeworth, the how 
and the what of pipe-smoking, all 
for your 2^ stamp and that coupon 
there below. 
Edgeworth is a careful 
blend of good tobaccos 
—selected especially for 
pipe-smoking. Its quality 
andflavor never change. 
Buy Edgeworth any- 
where in two forms — 
"Ready Rubbed" and 
"Plug Slice"—15c pock- 
et package to pound hu- 
midor tin. 
EDGEWORTH 
S3IOK1XG   TOBACCO 
i II 
j    LARUS 85 BRO. CO. 
!    100 S. 22d St., Richmond, Va. 
I'll try your Edgeworth.  And I'll try 
I   it in a good pipe. 
I    Name  
I    Street  
'    Town and State  
Now let the Edgeworth come!   V 
with Cadet Johnny Alford; Miss 
Grace Harrison, Greenville, with 
Cadet Jim Butler; Miss Caroline 
Harper, Honea Path, with Cadet 
Jack "Valentine; Miss Frances 
Thrower, Hendersonville, with Ca- 
det Jimmie Prim; Miss PJloise Mul- 
ligan, Columbia, with Cadet Gra- 
ham Fisher; Miss Phoebe Bowen, 
Spartanburg, with Cadet John 
James; Miss Mary Emma McDon- 
ald, Converse, with Cadet C. T. 
Miller; Miss Dorothy McDonald, 
Converse, with Cadet Lever Ed- 
wards; Miss Christine Hudson, Con- 
verse, with Cadet Flinn Gilland; 
Miss Dorothy Gibson, Greenville, 
with Cadet Joe Smith; Miss Helen 
Prevost, Charleston, with Cadet W. 
A. Stephens; Miss Gladys Beck-ham, 
Campus, with Cadet J. H. Clippard; 
Miss Mildred Still, Spartanburg, 
with Cadet Jim Welch; Miss Mar- 
garet Martin, Easley, with Cadet 
G. P. Smith; Miss Grace White, 
Brenau, with Cadet Frank Crymes; 
Miss Ruth Ellsworth, Carolina, with 
Cadet Jimmie Chisholm; Miss Holi- 
day, Carolina, with Cadet Jimmie 
Lawton; Miss Jane Kellar, Lime 
stone, with Cadet J. A. Wilson; 
Miss Julia Russell, Brenau, with 
Cadet Marion Ware; Miss Claudia 
McSwain, La France, with Cadet 
Ben Freeman; Miss Mary Cogswell, 
Greenville with Cadet Sam Earle; 
Miss Elizabeth Gantt, Greenville, 
with Cadet Hardee McLeod.; Miss 
Edna Gooding, Spartanburg, witii 
Cadet R. F. Causey; Miss Romaine 
Clark, Converse, with Cadet Lon- 
nie Reese; Miss Frances Young, 
Anniston, Ala., with Cadet Bill 
Crawford; Miss Julia Brown, Green- 
ville, with Cadet Walter Ellis. 
;: ^KK-KXKKsmKsiJLlkii ■: ■-■■■■ 
I 1 9 0 5—S ILVER   ANNIVERSAR Y—1 9 3 0 
Unusual opportunities for men who wish to enter the 
life insurance field i 
Old Line Life Insurance with 
Low Cost Guaranteed—Not Estimated 
SOUTHEASTERN   LIFE   INSURANCE   COMPANY 
Organized  l'J05 
C.  O.  MILFORD.  President Southeastern  Life  BJdg. 
Greenville, South Carolina 
H 
Capital, Surplus and Reserve for protection of policy- 















TRY A PAIR OF OUR ARMOUR'S SOLES 






J. 0. Jones Co. 
GREENVILLE, S. C. 
CHARLOTTE,    N.   C. 
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO COLLEGE MEN 
CLOTHING,   HATS,   SHOES,   FURNISHING 
ATHLETIC  GOODS 
Frontiers of telephony— 
old and new 
Yesterday the natural course of tele- 
phone expansion was to penetrate the 
nation's frontiers, building new lines and 
adding new subscribers. 
Today finds many new ''frontiers" for 
telephone expansion — among them the 
homes of present subscribers. Upstairs 
and downstairs, wherever needed, additional 
telephones are being installed. Peopie are 
learning that there ... added utility in 
convenient communication. 
This new field of activity was conceived 
by commercial development men of the 
Bell System. Just another example of for- 
ward planning to make telephone service 
more valuable. 
BELL  SYSTEM 
*A nation-wide system of inter-connecting telephones 
"OUR     PIONEERING    WORK     HAS     JUST    BEGUN" 




DEDICATED TO    J    AND    G 
A  kiss  was  man's   first  co-opera- 
tive   movement. 
When you kissed the old fash- 
ioned, girl you didn't get anything 
but the flavor of romance. Now- 
adays you get everything from lip- 
stick to kitchenette gin. 
A woman keeps a man amused 
in hopes that he will be amused 
to   keep   her. 
Say, Bud, what are you doing 
with  that  camera in  your  bed? 
Oh, when I eat sweets I always 
dream about a harem and I want 
to take a couple of snapshots. 
So your wife has another baby, 
Mr.   Rabbets?      Boy   or   girl? 
Girl,   sir. 
And your other little one is of 
the  contrary  sex,   I  believe? 
Yes,  sir.     Another  girl. 
Taken from a tombstone— 
"He struck a match to see his gas, 
And relieve  him  of  his fear. 
He was soon aware the gas  was theru 
And   that   is   why   he   is   here." 
He—There's a mighty dark 
stretch of road just ahead of us; 
are   you   afraid? 
She—Not if you spit out that 
chew   of   tobacco. 
Daughter, how many times do 
you   imagine   Jack  has   kissed  you? 
So far, mother, I haven't had 
time  to   imagine. 
Shortly after a traveling man 
had registered at a hotel in New 
York a woman walked up to the 
clerk and asked to be shown to 
his room. 
"You   can't",   said   the   clerk. 
"But I'm his wife," she protested. 
"Not this time Madam," he 
replied. 
Henderson came home unexpect- 
edly one day, and found, his wife 
in the arms of another man. He 
immediately drew his pistol and 
shot her. 
"Why did, you kill your wife 
instead of the other man'", asked 
the   Judge. 
"I'd rather kill one woma.n than 
be obliged to kill a man every 
day." 
Does   your   husband   snore? 
I don't know. You see we were 
only married a week when he got 
killed   by   an   automobile. 
Her—And will you love me as 
much as this when we are mar- 
ried? 
Him—How can you doubt me? 
I've always liked married women 
best. 
First—Have any of your family 
connections    ever    been    traced? 
Second—Yes, an uncle of mine 
was traced  as  far   as  Canada once. 
"Visitor—I must say that your 
daughter has improved a lot in 
her playing since the last time I 
was  here. 
Lucile—I'm not playing. I'm 
dusting the piano. 
Why did you stop singing in the 
choir? 
Because one day I didn't sing 
and someone asked if the organ 
had    been    fixed. 
If   it   weren't   for  engine   trouble 
some parlors never would, be used. 
O—I heard your party was all 
wet. 
Kay—Yeah, the music got so hot 
that it started the automatic 
sphinkler to working. 
Jack said he would kiss me or 
die in the attempt. 
Gracious.    Did he kiss you? 
You haven't seen any funeral 
notices,  have you? 
I  wish I  was a  powder  puff, 
Upon my  lady's  dresser 
Then  every  time  she'd  daub   her 
#     mug 
Hot Pups!     How I'd caress her. 
Is your flaming sweetie the girl 
in   the   bright  red  dress? 
Yeh,  that's  my  sweetie, why? 
Well, I just saw her having fire 
drill   in   a   coupe   with   some   other 
guy- 
How  did you get the shiner? 
Got it in a guessing game. 
Guessing game? 
Yes, my wi-'o, called up and said, 
"Guess who  this is,  darling." 
Helen: I am so sorry for Jim. 
Edith is angry with him. 
Sue: Serves him right for slapping 
a girl who was so terribly sunburned. 
Helen: Well, how was he to know 
she  was sunburned there? 
A Turk has but to say "1 di- 
vorce you" three times to his wit's 
and   he   is   divorced. 
An American has but to mur- 
mur "Phyllis" once, and if his 
wife's name happens to be Ethel— 
he's got the Turk beaten to a 
frazzle. 
Lucille—Why   did   you   cut   the 
sleeves  out   of your  coat? 
Margaret—So I could, put it on 
without taking my magazine out 
of   my hands. 
Middleton—Great   Heavens, where 
did   you  get  that  scar? 
Tom—Poker. 
Middleton—Cheating? 
Tom-—No,   flirting   with the   cook. 
Her—Will your people be sur- 
prised  when you  graduate? 
Sherrard—No, they have been 
expecting   it   for   several   years. 
If I were in your condition I'd 
shoot   myself. 
Lady, if you were in my con- 
dishen,   you'd   mish. 
What's   a   "hoosit", Trena? 
Oh, a bell rings; you put a 
thing to your ear and say Hello, 
and someone says 'Hello"; and 










Complete Line of General Merchandise . 
ROYAL       TAYLORS       CLOTHES 
Custom-Made-To-Measure 
Spring Samples Just Arrived 
$22.50 and Up 
"Get   that   million   dollar   look" 
SHOES 
Friendly   Five   —:—   Florsheim   —:—   Walk-Over 
Drill and Dress Shoes 
Wide Assortment of Two-piece Underwear 
Clemson Pennants and Pillow Tops 
"JUDGE"   KELLER 
aisiiaiaiggHiaiKiiKTigR^ 
"You don't seem to like your 
new   governess?" 
"No, mom," replied the little 
son. "I hate her; I'd like to bite 
her  in  the   neck  like   daddy   does." 
Darling, we can't get married. 
A slick salesman sold me some oil 
stock and got away with every 
cent I had.    What can I offer you? 
Well, you can at least tell me 
where he lives. 
Lt. Stephens—Why didn't you 
shave    yourself    this    morning? 
Rat Deason—There were four 
men at the mirror at the same 
time sir, and I shaved another man 
'by  mistake. 
Him—You used to say that there 
was something about me that you 
liked. 
Her—Yes,    but   you've   spent   it. 
Her—What became of your other 
cousin? 
Him—He died of a broken heart 
Her—Too bad. Did his girl leave 
him   in    a   lurch? 
Him—No, a mule kicked, him in 
the   breast. 
If   January   doesn't   make   Febru- 
ary March April May. 
Who   can  answer this  one? 
What  did  moths    live    on  before 
Adam  and  Eve  wore  clothes? 
The difference between a fi- 
nancial failure and puppy-love is 
that the former is a bank rupture 
and   the   latter  is   bunk-rapture. 
One advantage a bachelor has 
over a married man, he can put 
his socks  on from  either  end. 
ENGRAVED BY JOHN HELD JR) 
CURSE !©■, ¥©■ HATE 
TUE RESISTANCE OP AN ARMY 
"Marvin Murgatroyd, you fiend, I promised myself the 
rare pleasure of doing you in with my two bare hands, and 
yet..." 
"Choke away, Horace Gillingwater! Any throat protected 
by the constant use of OLD GOLDS, the smoother and 
better queen-leaf cigarette, is beyond the power of your 
feeble strength!   There's not a cough in a carload!" 
j)P. LorillardCc. 
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Sunday evening, Feb. 2, Mr. Roy 
Cooper gave a very interesting and 
inspiring talk at the Vesper service 
in the auditorium of the Y. M. C. 
A. 
Preceding his talk a selection 
was rendered by the Y. M. C. A. 
orchestra. Following this a num- 
ber of selections were sung by the 
Baptist choir including a duet and 
a quartet. The former by Cadets 
F. H. Hendricks and F. R. Smith, 
and, the latter by W. C. Crain, F. H. 
Hendricks, R. N. Smith and Sea- 
wright. 
Mr. Roy Cooper then rendered 
a talk on "The Greatness of God's 
Love." He brought out the fact 
of the visible manifestation of Got1 
and how His love is shown in na- 
ture. He also stated that God's 
love is shown to us through friend- 
ships, love for our fellow man and 
love  for  God. 
The meeting was closed by a 
word  of  prayer  by  the  speaker. 
THE  FRESHMAN   COUNCIL 
The Freshman Council held its 
regular weekly meeting in the La- 
dies Club room at the "Y" Thurs- 
day evening Jan. 30 with Mr. B. O. 
Williams as   the   speaker. 
The meeting was opened with a 
devotional led by Cadet J. C. Pat- 
rick. Mr. B. O. Williams gave a 
very interesting, instructive and in- 
spiring talk on "Getting the Most 
Out of College." In his talk Mr. 
Williams emphasized three main 
topics. First "Why Come to Col- 
lege" and the next thing a Fresh- 
man should consider is "Using Col- 
lege to Advantage," then the third 
topic is "The College-Trained Men". 
After stressing these points he 
pointed out to the Council the 
value and the opportunities of the 
■college trained man. Everyone 
thoroughly enjoyed the talk and 
keen interest was shown through- 
out  the  program 
At the close of the hour Mr. Wil- 
liams gave the 'Council Members an 
outline of his talk then Mr. P. B. 
Holtzendorff offered the closing 
prayer. 
PROF. RHODES  SPEAKS 
TO   SOPHOMORE   COUNCIL 
Prof. S. R. Rhodes spoke to the 
Sophomore Council at their weekly 
meeting in the "Y" Club room at 
seven o'clock Tuesday evening, 
January  28. 
A short business session was held 
■before the main feature of the 
program. The topic of Prof. 
Rhode talk was "The Human Ele- 
ment in Engineering". Among the 
points he mentioned as essentials 
for success in engineering was the 
art of getting along with people 
Prof. Rhodes used interesting illus- 
trations of the "Human Element." 
in the large electric companies to 
show what an important "factor it 
is to get  along with  people. 
This talk was thoroughly enjoyed 
by everyone present and Prof. 
Rhodes will be welcomed heartily 
if he should like to he with the 
Council   again. 
The  meeting  was  dismissed  by  a 
chain of sentence prayers. 
JUNIOR COUNCIL HEARS 
THE   REV.   CROUCH 
The regular weekly meeting of 
the Junior Council was held in the 
Club room of the Presbyterian 
church Tuesday evening January 
28th. 
The   Council   members   were  very 
fortuntae in having the Reverend 
S. J. L. Crouch speak to them on 
the subject "What Does Religion 
Mean  to the  College  Man." 
After Rev. Crouch's talk the ca- 
dets asked him a number of ques- 
tions about various problems which 
confront  the  college  man  of  today. 
When this was over refreshments 
were enjoyed by everyone. The 
group was then dismissed with a 
word   o;f   prayer. 
NEWS   ITEMS 
Swimming Team Working Out Daily 
at  the   "Y"   Pool 
Preparing for meet with the 
University of Georgia in Athens, 
and at Clemson, with Georgia Tech 
and Emory in Atlanta, and with 
Presbyterian College in Clinton and 
Clemson. This is good sport and 
rare exercise. Try it. Two men 
won block letters last year. 
Bible   Study  to   Start   Soon 
The Bible Study Committee is 
to meet soon to prepare a program 
for voulntary Bible study classes 
to be held on each company hall. 
Be sure to think of a man you 
would like to lead the class on 
your   hall. 
Election  of  Three Men  on  Advisory 
Board of Clemson Y.  M.  .C A. 
Bear in mind the re-election of 
members whose term expires or 
new men to fill their vacancies. 
Messers. Bryan, Marshall, and G. 
H. Aull have served the boarii 
faithfully for a number of years. 
Election first Sunday in March. All 
active  members  eligible  to vote. 
Vitaphone   Equipment   Has   Arrived 
Almost all of the equipment for 
the talkies is ready for installment. 
Take a look at the numerous boxe;- 
and wonder how it will all get in 
the booth. 
Election  of  Officers 
Remember the election of the 
new President, Vive-President, and 
Secretary from the student body. 
These men in turn select heads or 
chairman of different committees 
and these compose the Y. M. C. A. 
Cabinet. Do not forget the date— 
first   Sunday   in   March. 
TALKING  PICTURES 
Schedule   of  shows  beginning  the 
tenth   and.  continuing: 
February: 
10—Sue    Carroll     in     "Why   Leave 
Home." 
11—"Married in Hollywood." 
12—To  be  announced 
13—"Lord   Byron   of Broadway." 
14—"Big  Time." 
15—Joan   Crawford   in   "Untamed." 
17—"The   Cock-Eyed   World." 
18—"Bishop   Murder   Case." 
19—"They Had to  See  Paris"  with 
Will   Rogers. 
20—"Christina"   with   Janet  Gaynor 
and   Charles   Morton. 
21—"Tanned     Legs"      with     Anne 
Pennington. 
22—"Girl From Havanna." 
24—"Chasing  Rainbows." 
25—"Love  Live  and  Laugh." 
26—"The Very Idea." 
28—William      Haines      and      Anita 
Page  in  "Navy  Blues" 
March: 
1—"Frozen   Justice" 
2—"The   Song   of   Kentucky" 
3—"Rio   Rita" 
Others Coming: "Romance of 
Rio Grande"; "Hot for Paris"; 
"Sunny Side Up"; "Lone Star Rang- 
er"; "Sky Hawk"; "Welcome Dan- 
ger"; "Vagabond King"; "Street 
Girl"; "Hit The Deck"; "Vagabond 
Lover"; "Paramount on Parade"; 
Raymond Novarro in "Devil May 
Care"; Greta Garbe in "Anna 
Christie"; Norma Shearer in "Their 
Own Desire"; Marion Davies in 
"Not So Hot"; Conrad Nagel in 
"The  Ship From  Shanghai". 
Practically all of the products of 
the following companies have been 
scheduled: Metro Goldwin, Fox 
Film Corporation, Paramount Fam- 
ous Lasky Pictures Co., Universal 
Film Co., R. K. O. Corporation. 
Some of Pathe and United Artists 
coming. 
OPENING   WITH    TALKIES    MON- 
DAY   FEBRUARY   10,   19 30    
AFTERNOONS   2   to   6 
NIGHT   6:40   until   10:40 
25   and   30   cents 
Plenty of seats for afternoon 
shows and for eight-thirty night 
shows. Visitors from the urround- 
ing   territory   are   welcome. 
■>■ 
WE  ARE  EQUIPPED 
TO SERVE YOUR CAR AT THE 
TIGER  SERVICE  STATION 
AND TO REPAIR YOUR CAR AT THE 
COLLEGE GARAGE 





COLD and   COUQM 
Cbio££ 
The  'QUICK RELIEF" Cold Remedy for 
Call.** Stadantl, lold by • Colled.-   Student 
|     Jim Galloway 
II        U. oIS. C. j 
1TOUK DRUGGIST 
„ HAS COLDEX 
!« 
Valentine Candy 
NUNNALLY'S CANDY OF THE SOUTH 
VALENTINES AND  VALENTINE  CARDS 
AT 
Joe Sloan's 
SEE BEAUTIFUL LINE OF COLLEGE STATIONERY 
asasKKreBre^^ 
SSEEBIISgEiaaHgEEig!^ ;,;;;.;; ;:;;;;;;.;: ::"*; . 
,;? 
STORES   DIXIE    STORES   STORES 
Courteous   and   Efficient   Service   by   Dixie   Boys   in  the   Dixie   Stores 
Make It a Pleasure to Buy from Them 
Specials for Friday and Saturday 
FEBRUARY  7TH  AND  8TH 
COFFEE, Maxwell House, 1 pound can $ .39 
LARD, Jewel, 8 pound bucket 1.00 
CHEESE, Full Cream     .25 
DRY BEANS, Pink, Pinto, Great Northern—3 pounds     .25 
COFFEE, Del Monte, 1 pound can     .47 
CORN, Marcellus Brand     .12i/2 
PEAS, Marcellus Brand     .12y2 
BEANS, Templar Brand     .12% 
KRAUT, Chestnut" Hill     .10 
PEACHES, Del Monte, No. 2% can     .27 
PINEAPPLE, Del Monte, No. 2 can .   .25 
APRICOTS, Del Monte, No 1 can     .19 
CHERRIES, Red Pitted, No. 2 can     .23 
SALMON, Tall Pink     .15 
SAUSAGE,   Sunflower,   Large   Can       .27 
PEANUT BUTTER, 2 pound Glass Barrel     .37 
WASHING POWDER, Star Naptha or Grandma, 3 packages 11 
BAKING POWDER, 25 ounce can K. C.    .19 






GREEN  CABBAGE 





NEW  POTATOES 
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CAMPUS NOTES 
Mrs. J. T. Foy and Miss J. B. 
Sloan gave a delightful bridge party 
last Saturday afternoon. A salad 
course  was  served. 
The Baptist Missionary Society 
met at the home of Mrs. J. K. 
Goode on Monday afternoon. Mrs. 
Lee Milford who was recently elect- 
ed  president  presided. 
Mrs. C. S. Patrick entertained at 
several tables of bridge last Satur- 
day morning at her home on Pal- 
metto Boulevard. 
Friends of Mrs. A. S. Townes will 
be glad to learn that she is improv- 
ing   atfer   a   short   illness. 
Prof. W. L. Lippincott received a 
few friends at his apartment on 
Sunday afternoon to meet Mrs. Mar- 
garet Smith of Spartanburg the 
guest •! Mr. ,. • J Mrs. R. W. Ham- 
ilton. Tea and sandwiches were 
served during the afternoon. Miss 
Virginia Shanklin presided at the 
tea  table. 
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Campbell en- 
tertained a ifew friends at bridge on 
Saturday evening honoring their 
house guest of the week-end, Miss 
Laura Gilbert Williams. Miss Wil- 
liams returned to her home in Gaff- 
ney   on   Sunday  afternoon. 
EXCHANGE 
CLUBS AND SOCIETIES 
PALMETTO    LITERARY    SOCIETY 
Honor is the key word at the Uni 
versity of Virginia where a co-ope 
rative store is operated with no 
clerks in charge—students serving 
themselves, ringing np their own 
purchases and making their own 
change. So supreme is the spirit of 
honor on the campus that there has 
been only one violation of the rule 
since the inauguration of the sys- 
tem   several   years   ago. 
We wonder how Ike "jews" down 
the  cash   register. 
■—The   Plainsman 
I   Vish  I  Vas  You! 
A German addressing his dog, 
said, "You was a dog, but I vish I 
vas you. Ven you go to bed in, you 
shust durn round dree times und 
lay down. Ven I go mit der bed 
in I haf to lock the blace und vind 
de clock and put the ca,t oud und 
undress myself, und my vife vakes 
up und scolds me. Den de baby 
cries und I haf to valk him up und 
down maybe ven I shuoldst go to 
sleep, it's time to get up again. Ven 
you get up you shust scratch your- 
self a couple of three times, stretch, 
und you vas up. I haf to quick 
light de fire, und put de kettle on, 
scrap mit my vife already und may- 
be get some breakfast. You play 
all tay und haf blenty of fun. I 
haf to work all tay und hof blenty 
of drouble. Ven you die you vas 
dead; ven I die I haf to go to hell 
yet."   ■—Exchange 
No  More   Bunuauig- 
Bumming, the national collegiate 
pastime during the past decade, ic 
no more for University of Georgia 
students, at least not within the 
city limits of this college  town. 
A new ordinance went into effejt* 
here January 1, providing a penalty 
of twenty-five dollars and costs for 
any person who in any way indi- 
cates to a passing motorist that a 
free ride would be acceptable. 
—Home1 
Among recent Alumni visitors to 
the campus are J. C. Pridmore, 'OD, 
T. S. Buie, '17, T. C. Wood, '24, 
and   W.   A.   Morrison,   '16. 
W. H. Clarke, '2 8, has accepted 
a   position   with   the   Georgia   State 
Board of Entomology. Since his 
graduation he has been Assistant 
State Entomologist of the S. C. 
Experiment Station and pursued 
graduate work during laeve of ab- 
sence. 
WITH THE ALUMNI 
Seven Clemson alumni are now 
with the Empire Gas and Fuel Com- 
pany in utility work 'in Western 
States. The men with titles and 
addresses   are: 
W. J. Short, 19, Office Manager 
Engineering Division, Bartlesvilie, 
Okla. 
D. D. Bodie, '19, Divisional Super- 
intendent of Production, Carlsbad, 
N. M. 
J. M. Gallegly, '19, Production 
Engineer,  Seminole,  Okla. 
A. M. Hill, '2 2, Field Supt. Dia- 
mond Drill Operations, Bartelsville, 
Okla. 
A. H. Dula, '20, Production Farm 
Supt.  Oill Hill,  Kansas. 
J. W. Wilson, '22, Supt. Kansas 
Gasoline   Plants,   Bartlesvilie,   Okla. 
W. K. Tavel is with the Chasr> 
Brass and Coper Co. headquarters, 
183 Buckingham St., Waterbury, 
Conn. 
aiaaaiaraa^rjfl'g^B^ 
MR, BRADY KINSLAND 
WITH THE 




Will be at my store Friday and Saturday, Febru- 
ary 7th and 8th, showing spring and summer suits. 
The line consists of greys, tweeds, linens, wosted 
and Palm Beaches. I invite you down to see the new 
styles and materials. 
HOKE SLOAN 
At Clemson and For Clemson 
IS  
The Palmetto Literary Society 
!held its first meeting of the third 
term on Thursday night, Jan. 3 0, 
'1930. The attendance was unus- 
ually gratifying, and seemed to 
point to success in the new term. 
Optimism over the future of the 
society prevailed and the earnest- 
ness and sincerity exhibited, by the 
members proises excellent work 
for the next semester. 
As this was the regular time for 
the election of new officers no pro- 
gram was rendered. After the pres- 
ident called the meeting to order, 
the chaplain led in the opening 
prayer. The secretary called the 
roll and read, the minutes of the 
preceding meeting. As there were 
no other matters of importance co 
be attended to, nominations for 
new officers were in order. The 
elections were held in all serious- 
ness and went through without a 
catch. The voting was spirited, 
and all the elections were closely 
contested. A humorous side was 
imparted to the meeting by the 
"rats" campaign speeches in sup- 
port of their nominees for Ser- 
geant-at-arm. 
The officers elected for the next 
term   were: 
President—J.   A.   Yeargin 
Vice-President—G.   H.   Wise. 
Recording   Secretary—O. H. Green 
Cor.   Secretary—D.  C.  Hudgens. 
Literary   Critic—.T.   O.   Rowell 
Treasurer—F.   W.   Cannon 
Chaplain—W.   W.   Friday 
Parlimentarian—L.   O.    Clayton 
Sergeant-at-Arms—B.   M.   Vaughn 
The meeting was adjourned im- 
mediately upon the conclusion of 
the elections. 
..on the table it's SKILL/ 
A. S. M. E. 
A special meeting of the A. S. M. 
E. was called Tuesday night, Jan. 
25, 1930, for the purpose of discus- 
sing several important matters. 
The president, L. T. Leitner, pre- 
sided. Plans for a joint meeting 
with the Greenville Chapter of the 
A. C. M. E. were discussed. It was 
decided that the meeting will take 
place sometime in May. The offer 
by the Greenville Chapter of a prize 
of $25 for the best paper on some 
representative subject was an- 
nounced. Several members imme- 
diately siginfied their intentions to 
compete for this liberal prize. As 
there was no program the society 
adjourned after a very short ses- 
sion. 
...in a cigarette it's 
JUDGE A TREE by its fruit." The endless de- 
tail of ageing tobacco, blending and cross-blend- 
ing, the standard Chesterfield method, is not 
what interests you. 
But its "fruit"—keener, spicier aroma, true 
mildness with unmistakable tobacco "character" 
—is just the one thing that smokers can judge by- 





FINE TURKISH and DOMESTIC tobaccos, not only BLENDED but CROSS-BLENDED 
© 1929, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO. 
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SECTION 27 REMAINS ! 22 MEN RECEIVE 
INTACT JOUR YEARS 
Group   That   Was   Christened 
The Aeroplane Section Has 
Continued to Fly High 
Back in the good old days, when 
.the present senior were "Rats", 
there was a group of so-called 
"bright engineers" 'oanded together 
under the title of Secition 27, Fresh- 
men. This "Aeroplane Section", as 
Prof. Lane would, say, took off on 
a non-stop flight through Clemson 
with a gilt-edged diploma as its 
goal. 
Some of the boys in this old 
freshman section were successful 
and now have a strangle hold on 
their diplomas, while a very few 
were not as successful and have 
dropped by the wayside. It is in- 
teresting to note that while the 
class as a whole has dwindled 10 
less than half of its original size, 
this group of the first men in the 
class at that time has remained, 
nearly intact throughout the past 
four   yers. 
There were twenty-two men en- 
rolled in the original section, all of 
whom were chosen with their first 
semester grades as a basis. Of this 
number there are eighteen still at 
Clemson and all of them will grad- 
uate in June. One man will receive 
his diploma in Electrical Engineer- 
ing at Carolina this year, another 
was taken away by death during his 
junior year and only two of the 
twenty-two have failed to keep up 
the pace as sat by their classmates. 
The original section roll and the 
course  each  man  is following  is:   J. 
D. Bell, E. E. (U. of S. C. '30) J. 
J. Butler, E. E.; E. C. Byrd, E. E.; 
W.  D.  Craig,  E.  E.;   H.  W.  Dorset, 
E. E.; P. S. Finn, C. E.; M. T. Ged- 
dings E. E. and M. E.; J. A. Graves, 
E. E.; R. G. Hodges, C. E.. W. F. 
Hughes, M. E.; L. T. Leitner, E. E. 
and M. E.; A. R. Martin, F. Y. 
Mercer, M. E.; C. Q. Murray, J. M. 
Prim, E. E.; G. W. Sackman, E. E. 
J. C. Sease, C. E'.; W. C. Snyder, 
E. E.; L. P. Thomas, C. E.; J. R. 
"Welch, E. E.; J. F. Wood, and J. A. 
Yeargin,  C.  E. 
It is also of interest to note that 
by virtue of their scholastic records, 
thirteen of these men have been 
honored by being chosn to become 
membrs of Tau Bta Pi, national hon- 
orary   engineering  fraternity. 
ATHLETIC AWARD 
Football Letters Given To Var- 
sity  Men  Last  Tuesday 
The following members of the 
1929 football squad received the 
coveted Block "C" for service ren- 
dered   during  the  past  session: 
Gresham, Dyess, Swofford,' Gun- 
nells, Gassaway, Magill, Seigle, Yar- 
borough, Jones, Fordham, Woodruff, 
Asbill, "Crip" Fleming, Capt. Pad- 
gettf Salley, McCarley, Harvin,- Jus- 
tus, "Johnnie" Rogers, McMillan, 
Bowles  and Manager  Meetze. 
Besides the above men there were 
four other letters awarded to men 
who were unable to> receive them be- 
cause of failures in work or absence 
from school at the  present time. 
TIGER PUGS DEFEAT 
MISSISSIPPI AGGIES 
Last Friday night at Mississippi. 
Clemson's knockout knights cap- 
tained by Johnny Rodgers took into 
camp the Mississippi Aggies by win- 
ning 'five of the seven scheduled 
bouts. The first bout was a draw. 
In an unofficial bout, Culp for Clem- 
son won in three rounds over his op- 
ponent. 
After   slamming   away   for   three 
rounds,   Rodgers   fought  his   way   to 
a draw in the fourth.     In the ban- 
tam  socking contest,  Comer  lost  to 
his Aggie opponent.     Gassaway, Tig- 
er   lightweight,   won   the   next  'bout 
on  a  forfeit.     Following  this  exam- 
ple, Gantt straddled  his  way through 
the ropes and soloed his fight to win 
the welter-weight scrap for Clemson. 
Continuing  in  this   strain,   Big  Gun 
Cannon   in  the   middleweight   fracas 
embellished   his   Mississippi    foe    to 
a   standstill.     He   won.     Then   Tar 
Baby   Torchia   blew   up   the   round- 
house    and    slaughtered   Wild   Man 
Rochelle in the lightheavy class.    A 
K.    O.   i   the   third   round   featured 
this   fourth   straight     win     for   the 
Tigers.       Came     Seigel,     Clemson's 
heavy, and another win in the third 
round for the pugs. 
(Reproduced by Courtesy of America's Humor 
'One"of the Smith Brothers meets the 
manufacturer of "Old Gold" cigarettes. 
Army i^an tincL 
Tobacco "Like 
Old friend" 
IT. S. Army 
Fort Robinson, Nebr. 
May 29,1928 
Larus & Bro. Co. 
Richmond, Va. 
Gentlemen: 
Speaking of champion long-time 
members of the EDGEWORTH Club, 
say: —it isn't how long you have smoked 
Edgeworth, it's how well you have en- 
joyed the smoke. 
Why, I have walked out of many a 
store, especially when traveling, to 
stop at some one-horse town and buy 
Edgeworth. A good pipe deserves 
Edgeworth, and Edgeworth mine gets. 
I would not insult it with any other. 
"The familiar blue cans are every- 
where," and usually you find men of 
taste carrying them, which proves it is 
not the price that determines a good 
"smoky" tobacco, but the care and 
method that produce it. 
I would rather go days without 
Edgeworth and at the end draw a deep 
inhale of that cool "smelly" aroma, 
satisfying to the last puff, than punish 
my throat and lungs and nostrils with 
inferior grades. 
Edgeworth is "The Smoke With a 
Personality," like an old friend, you 
learn to know and understand, and 
when troubled or when you have a 
"thinky" problem—you seek its sol- 
ace and companionship. 
Very truly yours, 
(signed) E. H. Fulmer 
Edgeworth 
Extra High Grade 
Smoking Tobacco 
Clinkscales & Crowther 
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Over the Horizon 
HERE they come—the nucleus of an all-electric 
merchant marine. Yesterday, they were a dream. 
To-day, they are well over the horizon, linking the ports 
of the east and west coasts with fortnightly service. The 
goal of the Panama Pacific Line is to build three more 
turbine-electric ships, thus enabling weekly New York- 
Frisco sailings. 
Even now, the three liners, California, Virginia, and 
Pennsylvania, constitute the largest fleet of turbine-electric 
commercial ships in the world. 
Besides propelling these ships, electricity hoists freight, 
raises anchors, mans pumps, turns rudders, drives winches, 
and warps the vessels into their berths. It lights lamps, 
spins fans, operates elevators, cools and cooks food. Its 
magic touch is apparent on every deck. 
All electric equipment, above and below deck, is a prod- 
uct of General Electric. 
The planning, production, and distribution of such 
equipment has been largely the responsibility of college- 
trained men who are working with General Electric and 
who have aided in bringing these ships over the horizon. 
JOIN US IN THE GENERAL 
ELECTRIC HOUR, BROADCAST 
EVERY SATURDAY AT Q P.M., 




GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, SCHENECTADY, NEW 
95-733DH 
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SPORTS TIGERS WIN TWO, LOSE ONE SPORTS 
CLEMSON VANQUISHED 
BY KENTUCKY QUINT 
Fleet  Blue  and  White  Baske- 
teers Defeat Tigers 30 to 20 
In the colorful phraseology of that fickle goddess, Luck, from 
now on read 'em and weep! Any casual introductions by this 
column in its new reime will be accompanied by a certain 
amount of wailing and gnashing of teeth anyhow.    So here 
goes! 
It's a dirty Irish trick the way these cavaliers from the blue 
grass region of pretty ladies and govenment distilleries bring 
rain whereever they journey! No sooner than their arrival 
Sunday than a previously clear sky clouded up and a drizzle 
set in later in the evening. However, rain always promises 
a prosperous season ahead—for the farmers. 
Dibbling and dabbling through 
the past week one noticed, several 
things. Prominent among these 
was the cheering at the basketball 
games. It seems peculiarly a Tiger 
habit to bide a time when Clenison 
is setting the pace. But it's a 
different noise when the visitors 
close the gap too close for com- 
fort. Pandemonium at a dyna- 
mited boiler factory is child's prat- 
tle compared to the deluge of sound 
that revebrates from thefield house 
walls when the score happens to be 
different by only two or three 
points. Probably the intensity of 
this is attained only by hoarding 
lung power through the safe mo- 
ments of the game. What ever it 
is it sure is a fact to talk about. 
Usually the months between king 
football   as   played and   as   will   be 
played,   are   mrked   down   in   sports 
as   devoid   of   interest..      Basketball, 
boxing,    track,     tennis,     swimming, 
and    baseball    heretofore    attracted 
only    theloyal.       But    all   that    is 
changed   around   here   now.      For- 
merly    sportswriters    indulged    only 
in   reminiscences   of   the   past   sea- 
cleats,   headgear,   and   other   para- 
phenalia  were   again   donned.     Now 
they   trek   from   one   contest   to   an- 
other   no   matter   what   it might   be. 
Methinks   that   the   type   of   teams 
that   Clemson   and   others   turn   our 
is  a  big  factor in  this  new interest. 
The   mob   is   becoming   educated   to 
the    flashiness   of   good,   basketball, 
and  it  is  thrilled  to   the proverbial 
pink   at     tehbloody  bouts  that   the 
pugs  rap  out.     It's  all  the  fashion 
to    know    something    about   sports 
now.      People    don't   want   to    get 
caught   in   another   Carnegie   Foun- 
dation   predicament.     Half   of   them 
could   not   fathom   what   it was   all 
about.     True,  it ws  startling  to  an 
ingorant  world-  But  is  was   embar 
rassing   when   one   glanced   at   the 
taces turned   toward  himself   at   hia 
lack   of   knowledge   concerning   the 
Carnegie report.    No, no one wishe* 
to  be  feficient  in  any  sports  news. 
And   to   kno   wsports—go   to   'em 
Perhaps   that   will   account   for   this 
present  enthusiasm,  no? 
Perhaps it's a ilttle early in the 
season to talk about the tourna- 
ment in Atlanta next month, still 
the subject affords ample food fo 
thought at the Tigers bowl over 
opponent after opponent. They suf- 
ficiently demonstrated their wares 
last Friday night against Vander- 
bilt to prove that Clemson's five 
boasts of no mean running attack. 
Their impregnable defense has al- 
ready attracted the wise boys. Ad- 
ded to their playing ability, Clem- 
son fo rthe past two years has 
proved to be the dark hors« at the 
tourney. And the Tigers seem to 
always play their best down In At- 
lanta. 
Doodle Thomas has  up  and set the 
pace for the conference scoring 
constellation to such a degree that 
all the coaches put their prize pu- 
pils on the trail of Clemson's dim- 
iutive forward. Vanderbilt in the 
game the other night placed Don- 
ald Craw to stalk Doodle's every 
move. And. in a measuer they 
failed to stop him. By the way 
coudl this Cram be the same Don- 
ald Cram that is the Souths' rank 
ing  junior  tennis  champ? 
Still ruminating in the same vein, 
namely basketball wo face our old 
foe down in Columbia Friday night. 
Carolina has not come up to pre- 
season predictions in her showing, 
yet nothing coudl leaven their sea- 
son more than to defeat Clemson. 
However, that remains to be seen. 
Nothing short of famine and, dis- 
ease can tay the Tigers in any con- 
test with the Gamecock, and this 
will  be no  exception! 
Friday night the Tiger pugs ad- 
ded to their string by battering out 
a win over the fighters from ole 
Miss. From what they have so far 
accomplished, coach Guyon's prote- 
ges are traveling at a fast race. 
And no wondei. Before long it'll 
take a powerful lot of pounding to 
{stop 'em. 
Flashing the most brilliant of- 
fense and most dogged defense seen 
on the new Tiger court this year thf- 
fighting Wildcats from the Blue 
Hills of Kentucky outsmarted a des- 
perate Tiger quint to win Monday 
night,  34 to 20. 
From start to finish they were 
ever on the aggressive and with the 
exception of fractional moments in 
the first half, when "Doodle" Thom- 
as found the range and opened fire 
with deadly accuracy, they were al- 
ways in the lead. 
The constant precision of play- 
displayed by the Bengals in other en- 
gagements, thus far was lacking 
The Tigers just didn't seem to be 
able to get started. They seemed 
nervously tense under the constant 
watchfulness of the Wildcat aggre- 
gation and lost many opportunditieg 
to score by bad passing and faulty 
shooting. 
Meanwhile, Capt. McBrayer, Spic- 
er, and Milward weaved. in and out 
amoung the Tiger defenders in clev- 
er   fashion   to   score   repeatedly. 
Bob Jones failed to click correct- 
ly, but the diminutiv e "Doodle" 
Thomas was his old old self and. ad- 
ded nine points to his total besides 
playing his usual floor game. Crain 
was off his game also, but was evi- 
dently bothered by an injured ankle 
sustained on the slippery floor. 
Nothing but words of praise are 
due the conquerors for they present- 
ed as clever an aggregation as any- 
one would wish to see. 
Line-ups: 
Kentucky               Pos. C C Pf Tp 
Spicer   F 4 2 2 10 
McGinis, L. O.         F 1 2 1 4 
Milward      C 3 1 2 7 
McBrayer      G 2 0 4 4 
McGinnis, L. A. ... G 2 1 3 5 
Combs      F 1 0 0 2 
Owens     G 1 0 0 2 
Klesier   G 0 0 0 0 
Bronston      G 0 0 1 0 
Pos.   C     O ...Pf T*" 
     14      6    13    34 
Clemson 
Totals    
Thomas      F 4 1 1 9 
Jones   F =1 2 1 4 
^rain      C 1 0 2 2 
Clark    G 0 1 2 1 
Woodruff   G 0 0 1 0 
Lester      G 2 0 0 4 
Smith      G 0 0 0 0 
Hewitt    F 0 0 0 0 
Totals 4      7    20 
WRESTLING STARTED 
ASJIGER SPURT 
Intramural    Grappling    to    be 
Started  at  Once 
Athletic Director, James G. Gee, 
has issued a call for all wrestlers 
and would-be wrestlers to report 
to the New Gymnasium every after- 
noon at four o'clock to receive 
training under the capable super- 
vision of Prof. F. S. Andrews, who 
has recently been selected as werst- 
ling coach. 
Coach Gee's plan is to introduce 
intramural wrestling this year and. 
to develop material for an inter- 
collegiate team next year. This plan 
of development is not new her? 
since Coach Gee uncovered his box- 
ing material the same way. Clem- 
son   had   the     first     intercollegiate 
iteam in this state and this team 
as hatched from the regimental 
material. Mutt proved to be a very 
good setting hen for this brood and 
we hope he has equal success with 
his strong-man outfit. 
The part the Cadet Corps plays 
in doing this is an important one. 
It is hoped that at least three 
teams will be had from each bat- 
talion and if possible a team from 
each company. It is not necessary 
to be a man of gigantic proportions 
and brute strength because a weight 
is provided for men from the in- 
finitesimal minuteness of Rat Dea- 
son to the towering bulk of the 
Terrible Seigle. Coach Andrews 
may be quoted as saying that "skill 
wins over brawn 80 percent of the 
time." 
The divisions are as follows: 
Bantam, 115 lbs; Feather 125 lbs; 
Light, 135 lbs; Welter, 145 lbs, 
Middle, 160 lbs; Light Heavy, 175 
lbs; and Heavy, over 175 lbs. If 
you weigh somewhere between any 
two of these, you wrestle in the 
highest. 
Training every afternoon, the 
company, battalion and regimental 
fights with the possibility of a meet 
with another school at the end of 
the season is quite a brilliant out- 
look for those who have the neces- 
sary intestinal staunchness to stick 
it out with Coach Andrews. It 
might also be mentioned that suita- 
ble rewards will be made to those 
who come out on top in the regi- 
mental bouts. These winners will 
be proclaimed regimental cham- 
pions in their respective weights. 
A man doesn't know what hard 
luck is until he buys a new suit 
with two pair of pants and then 
burns  a hole  in  the  coat. 
The Tiger could not go to press 
without comment on the Kentucky 
basketball game. That blue and 
white outfit exhibited so much flas'a 
that they seemed to be an authen- 
tic blue streak. They sure streaked 
up our play house, anyhow. But 
we had, our dazzle too. Doodle 
Thomas played havoc with their tiP- 
off system and paldynisgreRDLUU 
off system and played rings around 
his guarding angels to ring up as 
many as any of 'em. He's little, 
but the other fellow doesnt' think 
so! What with all the favorable at- 
tention that he is attracting, Doodle 
wishes they would not put so many 
fellows on his trail. As soon as 
he gets his fingers on the ball, two 
or three of his foes roar down on 
him at the same time. We won't 
say much, just this: They'll have 
to grow tall down at Atlanta to 
stop  him. 
In a game that displayed a few 
flashes of real good basketball, the 
Richmond Academy five from Au- 
gusta, defeated the Tiger cubs 31 
to 21 here in the new field house 
Friday night. The game was slow 
with little team-work offered by 
either team. Few points were 
rung up in the first half, bu in 
teh latter part of the game Rich- 
mond opened up and steadily be- 
gan to draw away from the rats. 
Wynn for the visitors was high 
scorer with 15 points. "Footsie" 
Davis for the rats appeared as the 
big boy for the Bengal freshmen. 
LIKE  TWO  PENS 
for the Price of One 
■a Pocket Pen for Classroom Notes, and a Desk Pen for Your Room 
— Guaranteed for Life! 
If you buy a Parker Pocket Duofold you now can 
have a Desk Set without buying a second pen. Or if 
you buy a Parker Duofold Desk Set you also now 
receive a Duofold Pocket Pen guaranteed for life. 
Either way, you save the price of a second pen—$5, 
$7 or $10, according to the model. 
By adding a tapered end, you convert your Duofold 
Pocket Pen to a Desk Pen in 10 seconds. By re- 
moving the taper and putting on the Pocket Cap 
you restore it to a Pocket Duofold on leaving office 
or home. 
Thus every owner of a Parker 
Pocket Pen owns half aDesk Set. 
Getting a Desk Base completes 
it. We now include pen taper 
free with that. 
Streamlined shape, sets low in pocket 
—greater ink capacity than average, 
size for size—Non-breakable Barrels 
of Jewel-like, Colorful Permanite. 
Super-smooth, hand-ground points. 
Pencils to match, $3.25 to $5 
larker 
Duofold 
PEN GUARANTEED FOR LIFE 
And to every buyer cf a Parker Desk Set, we now 
give a Pocket Cap with Clip. Thus his Desk Pen is 
also a Pocket Pen—like 2 Pens for the price of one Set. 
Be sure to ask for the Pocket Cap with your Desk Set. 
Parker's new streamlined Duofold Pens (and Pen- 
cils to match) set lower in the pocket than others 
because the clip starts at the top—not halfway down 
the cap. This smart, balanced shape feels "at home" 
in the hand—and writes with our famous 47th 
improvement —Pressureless Touch. 
Go see this revolutionary 
Convertible Duofold at any near- 
by pen counter. 
THE PARKER PEN CO., Janesville,Wis. 
Offices and Subsidiaries: New Yorlt, 
Chicago, Atlanta, Buffalo, Dallas, San 
Francisco; Toronto, Can.; London, Eng. 
Convertible 
. .for Pocket. .for Dvak 
$5 a *io 
1, 
